Acoustically driven bubbles are nonlinear oscillators showing a wide range of behaviors such as period-doubling bifurcations, deterministic chaos, and synchronization to an external signal. Here we demonstrate that bubbles driven with a constant heat source can couple with each other and yield in-phase synchronization, even in the absence of an external sound field. Besides perfect synchronization, we resolve the parameter space where independent oscillations and bubble merging occur. The main finding that only weakly driven oscillating bubbles synchronize provides a path for experimental scale-up to study spatiotemporal synchronization. In the wider scope the findings are relevant for heat transfer applications from structured heaters where complex multibubble oscillations are expected.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Bubbles in liquids are nonlinear oscillators and when driven by an external sound field they reveal period-doubling bifurcation and acoustic chaos [1] . A fascinating example of the mutual interaction between bubbles besides deterministic chaos is the formation of filamentary structures resembling Lichtenberg figures of electrical discharges [2] [3] [4] . At the heart of these spatiotemporal structures is the mutual interaction between neighboring bubbles. While the interaction of many bubbles has received a great deal of interest [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , the study of the specific interaction between two oscillating bubbles remains an experimental challenge [5, 9, 13, [16] [17] [18] . Besides experimental complexity, a more fundamental problem is that the acoustic interaction of two bubbles is clouded by the external sound field driving the bubbles into oscillations. So far all studies on this interaction and synchronization between nonlinear bubble oscillators have been obscured by the presence of the external forcing, which prescribes a phase and frequency for both oscillators [20] . Here we report an experimental realization of two coupled bubble oscillators where this problem is avoided: The energy is provided from constant heat sources driving each bubble into auto-oscillations. As a result, we have an experimental system with two nonlinear oscillators that only through their mutual interaction obtain an in-phase synchronization [21] at their self-selected frequency.
Once a bubble is nucleated on the surface of the submerged microheater, it exhibits volume oscillations. We have recently demonstrated an electric version of the microheater [22] , which improves the control over size and input energy as compared to an earlier laser-based heater [23] . The cyclic vaporization of liquid for a brief time interval (approximately 30 ns) at minimum bubble volume supplies the necessary heat input to overcome the energy dissipation of the system caused mainly by viscosity and acoustic radiation. Surprisingly, once the oscillations have set in, they continue stably for millions of cycles. In the present work we bring two oscillate-boiling bubbles into close proximity and study their mutual interaction. It should be noted that the frequency and phase of oscillations are not prescribed by an external source, but the auto-oscillator, i.e., each bubble, is free to choose. The experimental control parameters are the distance and the electrical power supplied to the heaters. The coupled oscillations are characterized with high-speed photography, recording of the acoustic emissions, and instantaneous temperature measurements.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The electrical heater design for two bubbles follows Ref. [22] , i.e., with a 50-nm thin film of platinum deposited on a glass substrate and connected to a 600-nm-thick gold layer supplying the electrical current. The electrical connections and locations of the generated bubbles are sketched in Fig. 1 . The two heaters have an area of 10 × 10 μm 2 each and are connected in series. The electrical power is provided by a constant electrical current supply (Thorlabs LDC 220). While the power delivered to each heater should theoretically be the same, we observe small deviations as their individual resistance are not strictly equal. During the experiment the voltages across each heater and the current I are monitored with a 12-bit oscilloscope (Lecroy HRO 64Zi). The memory of the oscilloscope allows us to monitor the instantaneous temperature and power of each heater for several 100 000 oscillations.
The glass chip with the heaters is attached to the bottom of an acrylic container (10 × 10 × 10 mm
3 ) forming the test section. Two faces of the container are replaced with microscopic glass slides for better imaging with the high-speed camera (Photron SA-X2) running at 300 000 frames per second. A long distant objective lens (20× PTEM M Plan Apo, Edmund Optics) provides a final resolution of 1 μm per camera pixel. Besides the electrical signals, also the acoustic emission from the bubble oscillation is recorded with a hydrophone (ONDA HNR1000). The timing of the experimental devices is synchronized with a digital pulse generator (BNC 575, Berkeley Nucleonics). The detailed setup is presented in Fig. 2 .
Previously, it was found that an individual oscillate-boiling bubble either may oscillate stably for many million cycles or stops oscillating within tens of milliseconds [22] . The stable oscillateboiling mode is only found above a certain power threshold, which in turn depends on the size of the heater, i.e., 20 mW for a 10 × 10 μm 2 heater. In each cycle the bubble pinches off a microbubble from its apex and rapidly cools the heater with a liquid jet impact during the bubble collapse. The other mode termed unstable oscillate boiling lacks the pinch-off and therefore, due to rectified diffusion, the bubble grows steadily. With time, the frequency of oscillation decreases and eventually the oscillation ceases. Due to the missing jet impact, the temperature of the heater remains approximately constant over a cycle. All experiments are conducted at an electrical power of more than 20 mW. For an individual bubble this would always result in the stable oscillating mode.
To limit thermal stress and damage to the heaters, we run the experiment for a short time of up to only 0.5 s.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. In-phase synchronization
We report first the bubble dynamics at an intermediate distance of 40 μm and at a relative high electrical power of approximately 35 mW for each heater. The findings are summarized in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3(a) , selected frames in the upper row depict the oscillations of the two bubbles recorded shortly after the start of the experiment and in the row below a few milliseconds later. Due to small differences in the heaters, the two bubbles have a slightly different size and nucleation time, resulting in different oscillation periods and phases of oscillations. Over time, however, the two bubbles synchronize their oscillations and they both reach in each cycle a maximum radius of approximately 10 μm. The temporal development leading to this synchronization is revealed in the spectrogram of their acoustic emission below. There in Fig. 3 (b) around t = 1.5 ms, two distinct frequencies and their higher harmonics are noticeable. The initially (on average) smaller left bubble oscillates at a higher frequency (above 200 kHz), while the larger right bubble oscillates at the lower frequency (below 200 kHz). From t = 3.5 ms, as indicated with the vertical dashed line, both bubbles synchronize into a single frequency. Thereafter the frequency remains about constant before it steadily decreases over time. The equivalent radius (to that of a hemisphere) of each bubble is plotted in Fig. 3 (c) in green and blue. Initially, at time t = 1 ms, their radii differ in phase, but from t = 3.5 ms the smaller bubble (blue line) follows the phase of the larger bubble and their time series become nearly indistinguishable [see the inset in Fig. 3(c) ]. In other experiments, we observe some differences between the bubbles' radii, yet their phases are still perfectly synchronized. Both bubbles then increase slowly in size, which is consistent with the decrease in frequency seen in Fig. 3(b) . Due to this growth, the liquid contact lines expand. Yet instead of a symmetrical expansion they move closer towards each other and thereby decrease the distance between their centers of mass [red line in Fig. 3(c) ]. This movement can be explained by the attractive secondary Bjerknes force for in-phase oscillating bubbles [8] and by the spreading of the heating region (see Sec. IV). The in-phase synchronization of the two bubbles is a remarkable dynamic feature, which is nicely confirmed by plotting the correlation coefficient of their instantaneous radius [see the absence of the microbubble pinch-off and the periodic temperature oscillation of the heater (see Appendix A).
By changing the distance and electric power, the qualitatively different behavior of the twobubble system can be observed. We start with bubbles separated farther apart at a distance of 50 μm (see Fig. 4 ). Unlike the synchronization case, here both bubbles operate in the stable oscillating mode, i.e., with microbubble pinch-off. With the start of the electrical current, the two vapor bubbles start oscillating and each reaches a stable maximum radius at a constant frequency. During each cycle they release a microbubble from their apexes and induce a rapid cooling on their corresponding heater. The acoustic and temperature spectrograms show very similar features (see Appendix A). In particular, the acoustic spectrogram reveals a superposition of two distinct frequencies [ Fig. 4(b) ], an indication that the two bubbles do not synchronize and therefore the time series of their bubble radii in Fig. 4(c) are uncorrelated.
By increasing the heating power, the system reveals a third regime: The bubbles oscillate only for a few cycles while their average radius grows with time before they eventually merge. Here the oscillation is unstable with no microbubble pinch-off, no periodic cooling of the heater, and no synchronization. This radically different regime is reflected in the images and the spectrogram of the acoustic signal shown in 
B. Parameter space
As previously mentioned, we find that the dynamics of two neighboring oscillating bubbles falls in one of three distinct regimes. Bubbles sufficiently close together and driven at an intermediate power synchronize perfectly, bubbles farther apart oscillate independently, and further increasing the power at short distance results in the merging of the bubbles. Figure 6 reveals the regions in the parameter plot where in-phase synchronization is achieved, i.e., distances between 40 and 50 μm and powers between 32 and 42 mW. At larger distance most bubbles fall into the independent oscillating regime, while they merge at closer distance and at high driving [24] .
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Why only unstable oscillate-boiling bubbles synchronize
The two bubbles couple through the flow field and the acoustic emissions. To understand the physics of the process we use a simple model based on potential flow which ignores the boundary layers and finite sound speed of the two-bubble system [8, 26] . The solution of the problem leads to a pressure interaction term p i between two neighboring (hemi)spherical bubbles in the RayleighPlesset equation
where R is the bubble radius, d the distance, and ρ the density of the liquid. In stable oscillate boiling the liquid jet impact prematurely disrupt the bubble's natural collapse, causing rapid vaporization and rapid reexpansion of the bubble driven by the expanding vapor [22, 23] . The pressure interaction from the neighboring bubble is therefore not sufficient to overcome this violent mechanism. In contrast, the unstable mode is driven by a more gentle bubble's inertia and can be affected by the acoustic emission. To support this hypothesis, we extend our model [23] with the interaction term p i . For the unknowns R i and temperature T i with i = 1, 2 numbering the bubble, we solve the coupled KellerMiksis equation [27] and the energy equation for the gas or vapor inside the bubbles. To mimic the thermal kick received during the jet impact in stable oscillate boiling, the input power is approximated with a step function. More specifically, the bubble receives the full power from the heater if its radius is smaller than a certain threshold (during the jet impact) and otherwise this term is zero. The value of this threshold can be derived from the power law (6.1) in Ref. [28] . For the unstable FIG. 6 . Parameter space of two nearby oscillate-boiling bubbles as a function of different heating powers and distances between heaters. All data points share the same error bar, which is plotted separately. The classification region is constructed using the k-nearest-neighbor algorithm [25] with k = 5. mode without the jet, a slower energy transport is represented with a smoothed function where the input power is inversely proportional to the instantaneous bubble's radius (see Appendix B).
In the absence of the interaction term p i we find two qualitatively different modes of oscillation. For the steplike driving, the bubble undergoes large volume oscillations with rapid collapses. In contrast, the smoothed profile after some transient time results in an approximately harmonic bubble oscillation around an equilibrium radius (see Appendix B for the numerical result of a single bubble). Figure 7 presents the radius versus time curves for the strongly collapsing (stable) and mildly oscillating (unstable) bubbles when the interaction term is switched on. In the strong oscillation regime [see Fig. 7(a) ], the two bubbles oscillate at different frequencies and therefore their phases drift with time. When both bubbles oscillate at a smaller amplitude [ Fig. 7(b) ] they oscillate synchronously with the same frequency after a brief transient. The model provides qualitatively similar features of independent and synchronous oscillations as in the experiments described above. The model also predicts that the bubble oscillation frequency in the coupled mode is lower than in the independent mode. Yet for a more complete understanding, the mass transport into the bubble through rectified diffusion should be accounted for [24] .
B. Connections between bubble distance, heating power, and synchronization mode
Placing two heaters in close proximity results in the spreading of some of the heat between the heaters in the substrate. Thereby the effective microheater size is enlarged as compared to the isolated microheater. In Ref. [22] we reported that the regime of stable oscillate-boiling requires a higher power when the heater size is increased, i.e., from 10 × 10 to 15 × 15 μm 2 . Thus, while at a certain power an individual heater operates in the stable oscillate-boiling regime, it shifts to the unstable regime when accompanied by a second microheater, which then leads to synchronization. At even higher electrical power we also observed the merging of two bubbles. Besides the secondary Bjerknes force, a more subtle explanation may be that this thermal spreading forms a heat bridge between the heaters and merges them into one big heating spot. Figure 8 shows the simulated thermal profile of the heater at 1 ms after the current is triggered. This is the typical timescale for the bubbles to settle in either unstable or stable oscillation. Here we approximate the boiling point of water, i.e., 100
• C, to be a threshold above which the heater becomes a nucleation spot that favors the formation of bubbles. It can be seen that as the heaters are closer to each other, the thermal spreading effect becomes more significant and enlarges the effective nucleation size. The unstable regime is therefore more likely to occur. When the distance is reduced to d = 30 μm, the heating regions connect, giving the bubbles a tendency to merge. This thermal spreading effect may explain why the parameter region of synchronization is limited to intermediate distances and intermediate heating powers.
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C. Benefits of nonsynchronicity for thermal application
Oscillate boiling shows improved heat transfer efficiency compared to nucleate boiling [22, 23] . Towards application, this phenomenon needs to be scaled up or numbered up to multiple oscillateboiling bubbles covering the whole heating floor. Our results show that if placed sufficiently close, those bubbles might synchronize, but then shortly after they will grow, merge, and become just nucleate boiling bubbles. This severely limits the intended outcome. To maintain a system of longer operation time, oscillate boiling should be in the stable mode (with microbubble streaming, periodic cooling, and no synchronization). The results presented in Fig. 6 provide the design criteria for the scaled-up heating device, i.e., the suitable distance between individual heating elements, maximum operating power, etc.
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, the self-driven nature of oscillate boiling has allowed us to resolve the mutual interactions of two oscillating bubbles in the absence of an external field. Thus, without imposing a frequency or phase, the bubbles obtain in-phase synchronization. In addition, we have identified two more interaction regimes: independent oscillations at far distances and merging for small distances and strong heating. Our main finding is that only mildly oscillating bubbles synchronize, while large-amplitude oscillations result in independent oscillations. The former are driven by a lower peak power, while the latter are the result of higher-power impulsive kicks. If we extrapolate our results to acoustically driven bubbles, it would suggest that bubbles at moderate driving may synchronize mutually, while at higher amplitude they follow the external sound field at their specific phase. Whether that holds for continuous driving remains to be shown. The results also provide design criteria for scaling up this phenomenon for thermal application, in which the heating floor will be covered by many independent, nonsynchronized oscillate-boiling bubbles. Figure 9 shows a typical spectrogram of the emitted acoustic signal and the temperature of each heater in the regime where two bubbles oscillate independently. These oscillators have slightly different frequencies, resulting in two distinct lines in the spectrogram. We see both of these lines in the heater's temperature; each corresponds to the periodic cooling effect of their respective oscillating bubbles. This cooling effect is an important proof certifying that the bubbles are indeed oscillating in the stable mode. Figure 10 presents the spectrogram of the acoustic emission and heater's temperature when two bubbles synchronize. The acoustic signal shows all four stages of the system: the initial explosion with a vertical burst, the independent oscillation with two separate frequency lines, the synchronization where only one frequency remains, and finally the growing and merging with dying oscillation. These patterns however are not reflected in the heater's temperature. After the first millisecond for the bubbles to adjust their sizes and choose their dynamics, no signal appears on the heater's spectrogram. Looking very carefully, we can see a thin line whose intensity is comparable to the noise level. This faint line might come from the cold (hot) circle of the inner gas as the bubble expands (collapses) and most likely is not relevant to the periodic liquid jet cooling in the case of the stable oscillation mode. Thus, it can be concluded that the bubbles in this case are oscillating in the unstable mode with neither microbubble pinch-off nor liquid-jet impact.
APPENDIX B: DETAILS ON NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Preprocessing step for the k-nearest-neighbor algorithm
The regions constructed in Fig. 6 are calculated using the k-nearest-neighbor algorithm [25] with k = 5. Prior to this calculation, a standard scaler is applied to each attribute of the data set. For each FIG. 10 . Spectrograms of the (a) emitted acoustic signal, (b) temperature of the left heater, and (c) temperature of the right heater when two bubbles synchronize. These results are from the same experiment as in Fig. 3 .
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IN-PHASE SYNCHRONIZATION BETWEEN TWO … heating power datum P i , a normalized power P i is derived
where P mean and σ P are the mean and standard deviation of the heating power data set. The same procedure is applied for each heater's distance data point d i . As a result, two sets of normalized, nondimensional data P i and d i are obtained. The distance between two data points A and B is then calculated as
which is then used to find the nearest data points. The value k = 5 is chosen as it is the smallest value that leads to the formation of three distinct regions in the parameters space and also gives the highest accuracy.
Analytical model of the bubble dynamics
The model for the dynamics of oscillate-boiling bubble was reported in a previous study [23] . There the Keller-Miksis equation is coupled with the energy equation for the inner gas or vapor
to solve for the bubble's instantaneous radius and temperature. Here dQ is the total thermal energy received, p is the bubble's pressure, V is the bubble's radius, and U is the bubble's potential energy.
In the case of stable oscillate boiling, to mimic the liquid jet impact, the heating power supplied to the bubble (which appears in the term dQ) is approximated to a step function. When the radius is smaller than a threshold value, indicating the point of collapse with the jet touching the heating substrate, the bubble receives full power from the heater and zero otherwise. With this power profile, the bubbles show a stable oscillation with fixed maximum radius and frequency after a few cycles (blue lines in Fig. 11 ).
In unstable oscillation where there is no jet impact, the smoother heat transfer is approximated to be inversely proportional to the bubble radius. The reason for this approximation is that without the jet impact, heat is transferred to the bubble via conduction through the inner gas or vapor. As the radius increases, the thermal conductance is reduced and the bubble receives less power. With this power profile, there is a decay in the oscillation amplitude. The bubble's radius is bigger and its frequency is lower compared to stable oscillate boiling (green lines in Fig. 11 ). These behaviors and the values of the bubbles' radii are in good agreement with the experimental results. Figure 12 shows the simulation domain used to calculate the thermal profile of the heating substrate presented in Fig. 8 . To reduce computational cost, this domain only includes a small area (500 × 0.5 μm 2 ) surrounding the heaters. The thickness of the water column is 100 μm and of the glass substrate 30 μm. To solve for the thermal profile, first the current density J in the circuit is calculated
Simulation of the heater's thermal profile
Here σ is the electrical conductivity of the material and E is the vector electric field, which is obtained from the electrical potential V . The current density is then used to calculate the Joule heating per unit volume 
Here ρ, C, and k are the material's density, heat capacity, and thermal conductivity, respectively. Equations (B1)-(B3) are solved at each time step using the finite-element method with commercial software COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS. The temperature at the boundary is set at room temperature. The electrical potential at one side of the gold electrode is set to fit the experimental values and at the other side to ground.
FIG. 12. Geometry of the simulation for the thermal profile of the heating substrates.
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